No. 608

Sanding vergeboards
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Description
Vergeboards are exposed to extreme weathering. Sun, rain and wind wear
out the wood.
To prevent excess weathering of the wood, the wood must be coated over and
over again. Before coating the wood sand off the loose clear coat and wood
particles first.
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Tools/Accessories
You need the following tools and accessories for sanding wooden doors:

Designation
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Order No.

ROTEX RO 150 FEQ Plus (see Fig. 608/02)

571570

Sanding pad ST-STF-STF D150/17MJ-FX-H (see Fig. 608/10)

496149

Sanding discs, Granat P 80, STF 150/16 P80 GR/50

496977

Sanding discs, Granat P 120, STF 150/16 P120 GR/1000

496979

Alternative:
ROTEX RO 125 FEQ Plus (see Fig. 608/03)

571533

Sanding pad ST-STF-STF D125/8 FX-H

492127

Sanding discs, Granat P 80, STF 125/90 P80 GR/50

497167

Sanding discs, Granat P 120, STF 125/90 P120 GR/100

497169

Alternative:
Rotary sander, RAS 115.04 E set (see Fig. 608/04)

570733

Sanding pad ST-STF-STF D115/0-M14 H

484172

Sanding discs, Saphir P 80, STF 115/0 P80 SA/25

485246

Mobile dust extractor from the CT series (see Fig. 608/05)
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Procedure
Sand the weathered wood parts down to the healthy wood. The Festool
ROTEX RO 150 FEQ or ROTEX RO 125 FEQ are suitable for this. Both tools
can be switched in coarse or fine sanding mode (see Fig. 608/06).
•• In the setting "coarse sanding" (see Fig. 608/07) the damaged paint/
clear coat can be quickly sanded off.
•• Then the area is briefly sanded again using the same sanding disc at the
setting "fine sanding" (see Fig. 608/08) and an optimal surface for new
paintwork is thus obtained.

Tip: Resanding can be performed using a sanding disc Granat P 120 in fine
sanding in order to obtain an even cleaner surface.
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The same also applies to the RAS 115. Here we have a pure rotary
motion, which means that the edge area can be sanded very well
using this machine.
Now the verge can be recoated.
Tip:
For protruding roof tiles the protector can be used with the ROTEX.
Proximate sanding without the risk of damage to the sanding pad or
the tiles is thus possible. (See Fig. 608/09)
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Our example for use is a recommendation tried and tested in practice. However the
actual conditions pertaining in each situation are completely outside of our control.
We therefore do not provide any form of guarantee. Any legal claims arising out of
this are not to be made against Festool. Please observe without fail the safety and
operating instructions included with the product.

www.festool.com
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